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Abstract. In the domain of mobility and logistics, a variety of new technolo-
gies and business ideas are arising. Beside technologies that aim on ecologically
and economic transportation, such as electric engines, there are also fundamental
different approaches like central packaging stations or deliveries via drones. Yet,
there is a growing need for analytical systems that enable identifying new
technologies, innovations, business models etc. and give also the opportunity to
rate those in perspective of business relevance. Commonly adaptive systems
investigate only the users’ behavior, while a process-related supports could
assist to solve an analytical task more efficient and effective. In this article an
approach that enables non-experts to perform visual trend analysis through an
advanced process support based on process mining is described. This allow us to
calculate a process model based on events, which is the baseline for process
support feature calculation. These features and the process model enable to
assist non-expert users in complex analytical tasks.

Keywords: Adaptive visualization � Transportation and logistics � Process
mining

1 Introduction

The digitalization is a challenging task for almost every economic area. New upcoming
technologies coupled with novel business ideas lead to innovative and revolutionizing
business solutions. Many of them have the potential to change markets fundamentally
and imperil primarily smaller players like small and medium sized enterprises (SME).
The transportation and logistics domain is one of these fields, where a variety of new
technologies and business ideas arise. However, in the current state it is rather difficult
to estimate which of these innovations will be important and successful [10]. Beside
technologies that aim on ecologic and economic transportation, such as alternative
engines e.g. for parcel trucks, there are also fundamental different approaches like
central packaging station or deliveries via drones. Yet there is a growing need for tools
that enable identifying new technologies, ideas and furthermore, give also the oppor-
tunity to rate those in perspective of (future) relevance. The analytical challenges that
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have to be faced particularly are: (1) What technologies, business ideas, strategies etc.
are coming up? (2) How have these upcoming technologies, business ideas, strategies
etc. to be rated in perspective of future relevance? And (3), what of these upcoming
technologies, business ideas, strategies etc. are relevant for the own market and more
important the own business? These narrowed questions are substantial to answer as
early as possible to be able to react on market changes.

Indeed, solutions for trend analysis, especially on patent data are still standard and
often used. However, these tools use patent data only, which limits the gathered
insights significantly on those that can be IPR protected. New business ideas or
technological procedures cannot be registered and can therewith not identified with this
data fundament. Even more, the patent registration procedures take approx. two years,
which results in identifying trends that are at least two years old as well. Next to the
data side, most of these tools are expert tools and require knowledge about the domain,
technical understanding as well es economic experience to be able to perform useful
analysis. Such kinds of experts are rare in SMEs and are therewith critical, so that most
of these tools are not suitable for SMEs.

Therefore, in this chapter a different solution is proposed. First of all, a modular and
scalable processing pipeline is defined that enables visual trend analysis on a variety of
data fundaments for innovation management. Standard in that field is patent analysis,
but due the long patent registration process and restriction on patents on technologies
only, the focus will be on other data sources. Very important are research data from e.g.
(open access) digital libraries and web data, such as news from enterprises or market
magazines/blogs/portals. With this data and a highly interactive visual analytical
solutions for trend analysis [3–5], technology and innovation foresight is possible to
identify early market trends. However, to perform sufficient analysis professional
knowledge about how to do an analysis would be still required. Therefore, in the
chapter is described a novel graphical assistance feature that supports users via process
mining [1, 2] in the analysis process. This allows even non-analysts or non-experts to
observe the market for relevant innovations and rate them in regards of relevance. This
is, as already mentioned, in particular required in the transportation domain, where a
high number of small and medium-sized players are active and do not have the budget
for intensive analytical investigations. A system that allows an assisted analysis enables
these enterprises to be aware of market trends and support strategic decision making.
The main contribution is a general model for supporting users based on the events by
the mined process and the support features. This model is further implemented in a
visual trend analytics system to assist users.

2 Design of a Process-Based User Supporting System

Common system that enable a process support consider a statically defined process
where users are guided through the different process steps. A very basic implementation
are installation wizards, which run during setup of e.g. windows programs [7]. The
advantage of such process-driven programs is that the user just needs to follow each step
so that there is only a low risk of failing it. In complex visual analytical system with high
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number of analysis features a static process model would not work, however, a process
support would enable especially non-expert users in using those systems.

To enable process support, a dynamic approach is described that is based on
process mining [1]. Van der Aalst originally introduced process mining to structure and
optimize business processes, but the principle idea is modified to apply it on visual
analytical system with the goal of providing adaptation functionality to assist the user.

2.1 General Process Support Methodology

The general process support methodology owns three major phases: (1) The training
phase by analyzing data, (2) the process and support feature mining phase and (3) the
supported data analysis phase. Thereby the first and third phase are identical and use
overall the same system and data, but due to trained process model and support feature
model the user could be supported by system meanwhile performing the data analysis.
But the general analysis capabilities are still the same. The methodology overview is
given in Fig. 1.

In the first phase, the training phase, the user already can analyze data with all
analysis capabilities, but without any system support. In this phase, the potential users

Fig. 1. Generalized interaction and activity processing model to support the user during his
analysis tasks.
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are restricted to analysts and experts who know how to use the system and how to
perform a sufficient analysis. While the users are working with the system, the system
logs any actions – the major focus lays on interaction events, such as mouse clicks and
keyboard input, but also internal system states are logged.

In the second phase, the system performs the mining. These phase can be divided in
three major steps: (1) Event extraction and event sequence determination, (2) the
process mining to generate a process model and (3) the support feature mining where,
relating to the generated process, concrete support features are determined and gen-
erated, such as recommendation and interface adaptations to certain databases, visu-
alizations or filter criteria while performing a specific process task.

2.2 General Model Definition

The general Processing mining is majorly based on the definition of van der Aalst [1]
with just some minor modification for different usage purpose. To perform the process
mining, first an even log L is defined. The event log consists of a variety of structured
events of the system, such as:

• System state events, particularly when internal actions happened such as configu-
ration file read or reload of data is initialized;

• Interaction events of the user, particularly when the user clicks on graphical ele-
ment. Important to mention is that it needs to be distinguished between i.e. the
mouse click itself on a graphical spot and the meaning of the interaction such as an
item selection, the choosing of a specific data source, the selection of a specific
visualization etc.;

• Data events, such as changing, reloading, or filtering of data;
• Visualization events, such as parametrization of a visual layout, reordering of

elements, focus or selection of concrete entities;
• Explicit task and activity events, which “bookmark” the beginning of specific real

analysis action;
• Adaptation events, that are result of the used process support.

Consequently, the amount of all possible events E is defines, whereas an event
e 2 E is characterized by a set of attributes defined as H with a set of attribute names,
specifically: an iteratively given id (e.g. “151451519”); a timestamp (e.g. “2019-09-24
08:32:12.250”); an activity (e.g. “visualization selected”); a resource (e.g. “icon slice
chart”); a target (e.g. “slice chart visualization”); a priority for the event (e.g. “high”); a
list of further properties, demanding on the event behavior such as document ID, which
are only important for support feature mining stage later on.

For any event e 2 E and name n 2 H;#n eð Þ is the value of attribute n for event e. If
event e does not have an attribute named n, then #n eð Þ ¼ ? (null value). For con-
venience the following standard attributes are assumed: #id eð Þ is the id associated to
event e; #timestamp eð Þ is the timestamp associated to event e; #activity eð Þ is the activity
associated to event e; #resource eð Þ is the resource associated to event e; #target eð Þ is the
target associated to event e;#priority eð Þ is the priority associated to event e;#properties eð Þ
is the list of further properties associated to event e.
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To name the events for any event e 2 E is defined, whereas e is the name of the
event that e ¼ #activity eð Þ. Additionally, it is defined that A is the amount of all possible
activities, so that counts a 2 A.

Van der Aalst [1] mentions that a process consists of cases and cases consist of
events, which finally would mean that an event log consists of cases, and cases consist
of event. But due the fact that annotations for cases are not exist, is defined that a
process can consists of logical processes (for a better distinguishing they can be named
as subprocesses) and those consist of events. A logical process helps only to
structure/cluster a bigger process in smaller units, but basically this alignment is from
the principle processing point of view not existing and not required. Finally, this results
in the definition that a process consists of events only.

Therewith the event log can be defined with let A be a set of activity names. The
trace r is a sequence of activities, i.e. r 2 A�. The event log L is a multi-set of traces
over A, i.e. L 2 BðA�Þ while r 2 L implies r 6¼ ;. In regards of the process mining,
the log-based ordering relations are defined first. Therefore, a; b 2 A and has to count:

• a[ Lb if and only if there is a trace r ¼ t1; t2; t3; . . .; tnh i and i ¼ 1; . . .; n� 1f g
such that r 2 L and ti ¼ a and tiþ 1 ¼ b;

• a !L b if and only if a[ Lb and bkLa;
• a# Lb if and only if akLb and bkLa and a kL b if and only if a[ Lb and b[ La.

For the process mining, the definition of the a-algorithm [1, 2] is considered and L
is an event log over T � A. Therefore aðLÞ is defined as follow:

TL ¼ t 2 T j 9r2L t 2 rf g; TI ¼ t 2 T j 9r2L t ¼ firstðrÞf g;
TO ¼ t 2 T j 9r2Lt ¼ lastðrÞf g;
XL ¼ A;Bð ÞjA� TL ^ A 6¼ ; ^ B� TL ^ B 6¼ ; ^ 8a2A8b2Ba !L b ^f
8a1;a22Aa1#La2 ^ 8b1;b22Bb1#Lb2g;
YL ¼ A;Bð Þ 2 XL j 8 A0;B0ð Þ2XL

A�A0 ^ B0�B0 ) A;Bð Þ ¼ ðA0;B0Þ� � ð1Þ
PL ¼ j A;Bð Þ 2 YLf g [ iL; oLf g;
FL ¼ a; p A;Bð Þ

� � j ðA;BÞ 2 YL ^ a 2 A
� � [ p A;Bð Þ; b

� �jðA;BÞ 2 YL ^ b 2 B
� � [

ðiL; tÞ j t 2 TIf g [ ðt; oLÞ j t 2 TOf g; and
a Lð Þ ¼ PL; TL;FLð Þ:

2.3 Explicit Versus Implicit Task Selection

The idea is majorly based of a passive system that most of time only observes the user’s
interaction and system status and presents support wherever it may help the user.
However, for major task, particularly at the very beginning of the analysis, it is almost
impossible to detect the analysis purpose automatically or gather the information
implicitly and therewith a guidance is almost impossible as well. To solve this
beginning challenge, an explicit task selection as well is provided. Figure 2 illustrates
the explicit task selection at the very beginning, but even during the analysis the system
can request if different activities may be possible and cannot be identified via the
implicit event observations.
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A challenge is that the cases (see [1]) are ignored, which could bring a better
structuring in the process, but yet it is aimed on an almost automatic approach where
not stringent such tasks are explicitly named. It would be impossible to generate a solid
process model when users are not giving regularly their intended analysis task or
activity. In consequence, additional special events are defined, that are used as book-
marks for concrete beginnings of tasks and activities.

2.4 User Support Features

To enable an advanced analysis based on a process model, different support features are
considered. So, the process mining is not the major result, it is more the fundament to
use it as baseline to support the user in solving tasks, since the system “knows” the
analysis procedures. The following listing is not complete, it should only outline the
most important support features, which specifically make use from of the mined pro-
cess model.

User Guidance. One of the major advancements of the system is to support users in
their analysis work. Therefore, the mined process is used as baseline, to identify the
current activity. Based on previous analysis activities, it could be furthermore extracted
what aspects (i.e. data source, visualization, filter criteria etc.) are most often used and
can now be suggested. If a concrete support feature could be identified toward the
current user activity, a hint is shown to the user as suggestion – here the user can accept
or decline it (see Fig. 3). If an aspect has a high probability, the system automatically

Fig. 2. Example screenshot of an explicit task selection.
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performs the change – but, this function is very restrictively used, since it can confuse
the user if e.g. visualization changes within a session without any notice.

The major goal of the user guidance features is to provide the user an invisible
assistance through the analysis routine until the analysis goal is achieved. In previous
works a workflow visualization based on BPMN [6, 7] was used to show the procedure
as orientation, but first this requires extra space on the screen and second it was mostly
hard understood due to the unknown notation and presentation. As future idea it will be
tested to use abstracted process visualizations that just show e.g. the five most
important analysis steps, which normally means that the mined process has to be
simplified and abstracted manually.

User-Interface Adaptation. The more the current analysis fits to an already learned
analysis, the better the system can support the user via user-interface adaptation.
Hereby the system notices the “intention” of the user and initiate changes on visual
variables, visual layouts or the entire interface on behalf of the current performed
activity. Thereby the functionalities are similar to those that are also currently used to
guide the user (see section before), but the focus is more on changing visual aspects to
gain a specific view on the data. Two examples are shown in Fig. 4, where the
adaptation switches from a single view to a comparative view, because the system
recognizes that the user wants to compare different data. And in Fig. 3, the system
notices to change visualization layout or rather a specific filter, to show a specific data
piece that most likely will be of interest for the user.

Fig. 3. Guiding the analyst through showing hints.
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It is to mention that there are two different adaptation capabilities to consider: (1) a
soft switch or rather a hint and (2) a direct adaptation. The soft switch is still too low to
estimate that the change will almost face the user’s intention. The second method is
used, when the system could predict with a close to total probability what the user
intents to. This last method is often used only at the beginning of an analysis. In future
research, the individual user behavior should be given greater consideration by
including user-based adaption capabilities (likewise described in [8, 9]).

Interactive and Dynamic Interface. To be able to perform detailed analysis, the
interface has an important role, since a solid analysis stays and falls with the analytical
possibilities. So, the more interactive and from the analytical perspective dynamical an
interface is, the more options it enables to analyze the data and find (unexpected)
insights. Even more in previous works is outlined that a user support has only sig-
nificant advantages if the system is highly dynamic and interactive and provides so
many ways to e.g. analyze data, that a non-professional user is overstrained quickly.
Here a process-driven support can help to structure the analysis process and recom-
mends useful tools when the user really could need them.

3 Conclusion

The digitalization is a challenge in many domains where upcoming new technologies,
business ideas, strategies etc. can revolutionize entire businesses. Particularly the
transportation and logistics domain have huge variety of changes – to name just a few,
there are significant optimizations of the transportation processes, new upcoming
logistic ideas such as the delivery via drones or alternative delivery via packaging
stations, but also the development of new transportation vehicles that more sustainable.
To identify such trends, it is important to use analytical systems, that enable the iden-
tification of new trends, next to a rating in perspective of relevance and prediction of the
impact on the own business. Even if those tools do exist, they are almost expert tools for
professionals, whose are rare in SME. Therefore, in this chapter a new approach was
described to assist and support particularly non-expert users in performing such (visual)
trend analysis. As major fundament, process mining is used to generate common

Fig. 4. Adaptation of the User-Interface demanding on required functionalities.
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analysis processes and additionally extract supporting features that are commonly used
by users. On behalf of these processing, a process support can be provided that guides
and assist especially non-experts through the complex analysis tasks.
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